
The power bank
you will actually use

Available starting from: March 2020



The problems with regular power banks?
1) They are bulky and not easy to be carried around
2) Most of the times we forget to charge them back

This is why we designed TAU, the smallest 3in1 power bank in the 
world with integrated cables, that snaps onto your keychain. 

TAU’s magnetic charging dock can be fixed on a counter or on a 
wall, and be used as a key hanger. 

When you arrive at home, just hang your keys on the dock, and 
TAU will charge back up, without you even thinking about it!



Compatible with
every device
Thanks to integrated Lightning, MicroUSB
and Type-C connectors, TAU can charge
any portable device.



The daily gesture of placing the keys in a safe place
will now have a function, allowing people to always
have a fully charged power bank when going out.

.

A unique smart
charging system



Simple setup system

TAU’s charging dock comes with a very
simple setup system.

You can double tape the wall mount to
any surface, and the dock with be
operative in seconds.

The charging dock is powered by a USB
cable, which can be plugged in any USB
port or wall charger.

Magnetic 
charging pins

Easy opening 
metallic hook

Dock wall mount 
(screws / double tape)

.

USB power cable



Small, but powerful

We have found the optimal balance between
power and portability:
1400 mAh capacity packed into an incredibly
compact 60x45x14 mm.

That’s what makes TAU the perfect emergency
power bank: always charged, always with you.

45 mm

60 mm



Fully Customizable

*MOQ 3.000 for 
custom color cable

Customize TAU with your logo, starting at just 100 units.



Packaging options
We all know the importance of the packaging. Pick your favourite option for your TAU order.

*MOQ 1.000 for 
custom logo on box

Basic box Retail box

*MOQ 3.000 for 
custom logo on box

Included Extra



What’s in the Box?
TAU, charging dock, nanosuction double-sided tape, 1.2m charging cable, user manual


